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Abstract: This paper deals with the practices for strengthening of woman has risen as a significant notion of modern social 

structure. The financial strengthening of women is being viewed as one of the basic factors of development for a nation. 

Therefore concerned literature, political scholars, social researchers and reformers have emphasized on tools & practices for 

social & economic independence of women. Local and central government have come up with plans and projects for 

ascertaining monetary freedom of women, especially from below poverty line. NGOs & SHGs have helped in development 

of the Micro – economic sustainability. With the exploration of entrepreneurial opportunities, women have become 

financially autonomous and generate business opportunities for other needy men and women in the vicinity. This paper 

discusses the facts and figures of women entrepreneurial development in rural Bihar, India.  
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I. Introduction 

The ascent of women in business and their commitment to the public economy is very noticeable in Bihar. The quantity of 

women entrepreneurs has created over some indistinct time frame, particularly during the 1990s. Women' business enterprise 

should be read independently for two principle reasons. The main explanation is that women' business has been seen during 

the latest decade as a huge unfamiliar wellspring of financial development [1]. Women business visionaries make new 

openings for themselves just as others and furthermore by being extraordinary. They additionally give the general public 

different responses for the board, affiliation and business issues just as to the abuse of innovative chances. The subsequent 

explanation is that the subject of women in enterprise has been to a great extent canned in the public eye when all is said in 

done and in the sociologies [2]. Not simply have women lesser cooperation rates in business enterprise than men yet they 

similarly for the most part decide to start and regulate firms in startling endeavors in contrast with men will as a rule do.  

Improvement of the general public is straightforwardly related with the Income Generation Capacity of its individuals with 

horticulture, as the key pay age action the business on ranch and home can legitimately influence the pay of a significant 

lump of our populace [3-4]. The development of modernization cycles, for example, industrialization, specialized change; 

urbanization and relocation further energize it. Business enterprise for little scope is the main answer for the issues of 

joblessness and legitimate use of both human and non-HR and improving the everyday environment of the helpless masses. 

The conveyance of miniature account to the poor is smooth; viable and less exorbitant on the off chance that they are 

composed into NGOs & SHGs. SHG is advancing miniature endeavour through miniature credit mediation. Miniature 

undertaking is a compelling instrument of social and monetary turn of events. The miniature fund is plan for enabling helpless 

women. Miniature endeavours are an indispensable piece of arranged procedure for making sure about adjusted advancement 

of the economy of the helpless women [5]. Business enterprise is the main answer for the developing work among country 

youth. It assists with creating work for various individuals inside their own social framework. This is more useful for women 

in rustic zones as it empowers them to add to the family pay while dealing with their own home and domesticated animals 

focused undertaking. Rustic women have bountiful assets to take up ventures [6-7]. She has the advantage of simple 

accessibility of arm and animals based crude materials and different assets.  
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II. Role of NGOs & SHGs in Entrepreneurial Development of women  

Women include half of HR they have been recognized as key operators of practical turn of events and women' 

correspondence is as fundamental to a more holistic approach towards stabilizing new examples and cycle of advancement 

that are economical. The commitment of women and their function in the family just as in the monetary turn of events and 

social change are crucial. Women comprise 90% of absolute minimal specialists of the nation. Country women who are 

occupied with horticulture structure 78 percent of all women in customary work. Experience of NIRD activity research 

ventures uncover that, the operational perspectives, for example, the degree of empowering that goes into the network self-

improvement measures and honing the mentality of women.  

Men and the venture directors are low or basic segments that decide their degree to which strengthening could possibly 

occur. The part of miniature credit is to, improve the socio and financial advancement of women and improve the status of 

women in families and networks. The miniature enterprises are fortifying the women strengthening and eliminate the sexual 

orientation imbalances. Self-improvement Gathering's miniature credit instrument makes the individuals to include in other 

network advancement exercises. Miniature credit is advancing the little scope business ventures and its significant point is 

to mitigate neediness by pay creating exercises among women and poor. In this manner, they could accomplish 

independence. Monetary improvement is one of the components that have changed the whole situation of social and social 

climate inside the nation particularly for the women. The provincial women are occupied with little scope enterprise program 

with the assistance of Self Help Groups. Through that they were financially enabled and accomplishing status in family and 

network.  

Rural women assume an essential function in homestead and home framework. She contributes generously in the physical 

part of cultivating, animals the board, post gather and partnered exercises. Her immediate and circuitous commitment at the 

ranch and home level alongside animals the board activity has helped to spare their benefits as well as prompted increment 

the family pay. She performs different homestead, animals, post gather and unified exercises and has aptitudes and 

indigenous information in these zones [8]. The women were engaging themselves actually to adapt to the changing occasions 

and beneficially utilizing their available time and existing abilities for setting and supporting undertakings. They were 

occupied with beginning individual or aggregate salary age program with the assistance of self-improvement gathering. This 

won't just produce salary for them yet additionally improve the dynamic capacities that prompted generally strengthening.  

III. Factors Influencing Women Entrepreneurial  

PUSH FACTORS-Push factors are components of need, for example, insufficient family pay, disappointment with 

compensations work, trouble in looking for some kind of employment and a requirement for adaptable work routine as a 

result of family obligations. These components may have more significance for women than for men.  

PULL FACTORS-Factors that function as enterprising drive factors identify with freedom, self-satisfaction, enterprising 

drive and want for riches, influence and economic wellbeing, co-activity and backing of family individuals and a solid 

organization of contacts. The most conspicuous factor is self-accomplishment communicated regarding challenge which 

causes women to begin, maintained their own business and transform it into a beneficial endeavour. At the point when a 

solid requirement for accomplishment couldn't be satisfied through a salaried position or when there was a longing to change 

an apparent open door into an attractive thought, at that point these elements work for an individual to detail their own 

adventure. 

IV. Government Initiatives by Central and local Government  

   The development and improvement of women business visionaries needed to be quickened on the grounds that pioneering 

improvement is beyond the realm of imagination without the cooperation of women. Along these lines, an amiable climate 

is should have been made to empower women to take an interest effectively in the enterprising exercises. There is a need of 

Government, non-Government, limited time and administrative organizations to approach and assume the steady function in 

advancing the women business visionary in India. Fig 1 and Fig 2 shows the percentage and actual population of male and 

female in Bihar as per Census 2011 [9]. 
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The Government of India has likewise detailed different preparing and advancement cum work ages programs for the women 

to begin their endeavours. These projects are as per the following:  

A. Steps taken in Seventh Five-Year Plan: In the seventh five-year plan, an exceptional section on the "Reconciliation 

of women being developed" was presented by Government with following proposal:  

a. Specific objective gathering: It was proposed to regard women as particular objective gatherings in all significant 

advancement projects of the nation.  

b. Arranging preparing offices: It is likewise proposed in the section to devise and expand professional preparing 

offices for women to suit their changing necessities and aptitudes. 

c. Developing new types of gear: Endeavours ought to be made to expand their proficiency and efficiency through 

proper advancements, supplies and practices.  

d. Marketing help: It was proposed to give the necessary help to showcasing the items delivered by women 

entrepreneurs.  

e. Decision-production measure: It was additionally proposed to include the women in dynamic cycle.  

B. Steps taken by Government during Eight Five-Year Plan: The Government of India contrived uncommon projects 

to expand business and salary producing exercises for women in country territories. The accompanying plans are eaten during 

the Eight-Five Year Plan:  

a.  Prime Minister Rojgar Yojana and EDPs were acquainted with create enterprising characteristics among provincial 

women.  

b. Women in agriculture scheme were acquainted with train women ranchers having little and minor possessions in 

agribusiness and partnered exercises.  

c. To create greater business open doors for women KVIC took exceptional measures in far off zones.  

d. Women co-agents plans were shaped to help women in agro-based businesses like dairy cultivating, poultry, creature 

cultivation, and agriculture and so on with full money related help from the Government.  

e. Several different plans like incorporated Rural Development Programs (IRDP), Training of Rural youth for Self 

work (TRYSEM) and so forth were begun to reduced poverty.30-40% reservation is given to women under these plans.  

C. Steps taken by Government during Ninth Five-Year Plan: Monetary unforeseen development and advancement isn't 

refined totally without the improvement of women business visionaries. The Legislature of India has introduced the going 

with plans for propelling women business considering the way that the destiny of little degree adventures depends on the 

women business visionaries:  

a. Trade Related Entrepreneurship Assistance and Development (TREAD) plot was eaten by Ministry of Little 

Industries to make women business visionaries in common, semi-metropolitan and metropolitan domains by making 

imaginative attributes.  

b. Women empowerment, an extraordinary philosophy adopted by Government to offer assistance to women business 

people.  

c. Swarna Jayanti Gram Swarozgar Yojana and Swaran Jayanti Sekhari Rozgar Yojana were introduced by government 

to offer reservations to women and encouraging them to start their undertakings.  

 

Figure 1: Male female ratio in Bihar 

 

Figure 2: Male female population in Bihar 
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d. New plans named Women Development Corporations were familiar by government with help women business 

visionaries in arranging credit and publicizing workplaces.  

e. State Industrial and Development Bank of India (SIDBI) has familiar after plans with assistance the women business 

visionaries. These plans are:  

i.Mahila Udyam Nidhi  

ii.Micro Cordite Scheme for Women  

iii.Mahila Vikas Nidhi  

iv.Women Entrepreneurial Development Programs  

v.Marketing Development Fund for Women 

D. Consortium of Women entrepreneurs of India gives a stage to help the women entrepreneurs to grow new, inventive 

and creative procedures of creation, money and showcasing. There are various bodies, for example, NGOs, wilful 

associations, Self-help gatherings, foundations and person ventures from country and metropolitan zones which all things 

considered assistance the women business visionaries in their exercises.  

E. Training programs: The accompanying preparing plans particularly for the independent work of women are 

presented by government:  

a. Support for Training and Employment Program of Women (STEP).  

b. Development of Women and Children in Rural Areas (DWCRA).  

c. Small Industry Service Institutes (SISIs)  

d. State Financial Corporations  

e. National Small Industries Corporations  

f. District Industrial Centres (DICs)  

F. Mahila Vikas Nidhi:  SIDBI has built up this store for the enterprising improvement of women particularly in country 

zones. Under Mahila Vikas Nidhi awards credit to women are given to begin their endeavour in the field like turning, 

weaving, weaving, weaving items, block printing, handlooms crafted works, bamboo items and so forth.  
 

G. Rashtriya Mahila Kosh: In 1993, Rashtriya Mahila Kosh was set up to concede miniature credit to pore women at 

sensible paces of intrigue with low exchange expenses and basic strategies 

V. Conclusion 

Women' entrepreneurial initiative is both about women' situation in the public eye and function of their self-development in 

a similar society. Women business visionaries confronted numerous snags explicitly in market their item (counting family 

obligations) that must be defeated so as to give them admittance to similar open doors as men. Moreover, in certain nations, 

women may encounter snags as for holding property and entering contracts. Expanded cooperation of women in the work 

power is an essential for improving the situation of women in the public eye and independently employed women. Especially 

the section of country women in miniature undertakings will be supported and disturbed. Rustic women can do ponders by 

their solid and skilful contribution in innovative exercises. The rustic women are having fundamental indigenous 

information, aptitude, potential and assets to build up and oversee endeavour. Presently, what is the need is information with 

respect to openness to credits, different financing offices system with respect to affirmation, mindfulness on government 

assistance programs, inspiration, specialized expertise and backing from family, government and other association. More 

over Formation and fortifying of country women Entrepreneurs network must be energized. Women business person 

networks are significant wellsprings of information about women' enterprise and they are progressively perceived as an 

important apparatus for its turn of events and advancement. This organization assists with giving talks, printed material 

bestowing direct specialized information underway, preparing, acquisition, the executives and advertising among different 

women. This will propel other provincial women to take part in miniature business with the correct help and they can fortify 

their abilities other than adding to the family pay and public profitability. 
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